
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and chronic lung allograft dysfunction:
does evading an iceberg prevent the ship from sinking?

Reply to J. Messika and co-workers:

Judicious points are raised in correspondence by J. Messika and co-workers, as well as in the editorial by
GLANVILLE [1] accompanying our prior work regarding “Successful Pseudomonas aeruginosa eradication
improves outcomes after lung transplantation: a retrospective cohort analysis” [2]. Briefly, our study
assessed the outcomes of a therapeutic approach to prospectively eradicate Pseudomonas aeruginosa from
the respiratory tract in lung transplant recipients, using a susceptibility-directed targeted antibiotic treatment
policy as of September 2011. We performed segmented time-based outcome analysis, investigating
subsequent chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) development and graft survival. As hypothesised,
based on the extensively documented detrimental effects of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in other respiratory
disorders [3] and after lung transplantation [4–6], improved CLAD-free and graft survival, as well as
better preserved pulmonary function over time, were seen in lung transplant recipients in whom
Pseudomonas aeruginosa was successfully eradicated (n=76) versus those with persistent respiratory
culture-positivity (n=19).

By study design, only respiratory samples obtained after the initial hospitalisation period, i.e. the first
3 months post-transplant, were taken into account, specifically to avoid obscuring our analysis by early
(donor- or recipient-derived) post-transplant infections. Also, per institutional protocol, all transplant
recipients received standard antibiotic treatment for up to 14 days immediately post-transplant, or longer
if deemed necessary, to avoid pneumonia and sepsis; such a strategy may of course affect detection of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa during this early post-transplant period. Incidence of pre-transplant airway
colonisation with Pseudomonas aeruginosa was similar (p>0.99, table 2 of original study) in
successfully eradicated patients (which included 45% cystic fibrosis (CF) patients) versus those with
persistent respiratory culture-positivity (which included 26% CF patients, p=0.19) [2]. Given that mean
time from transplantation to study period (September 2011 to September 2016) was 1.6 years in our
study, we believe these pre-transplant and early post-transplant concerns likely did not affect our
reported findings.

Answering the question regarding timing between Pseudomonas aeruginosa isolation and subsequent
CLAD diagnosis in our study is simple, since patients who developed CLAD before September 2011 (start
of study period) were a priori excluded for our time-based analysis regarding eradication status and later
CLAD development/graft survival. So, in all cases new-onset CLAD was diagnosed only after possible
detection (and subsequent targeted antibiotic treatment with or without ensuing successful eradication) of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. CLAD diagnosis occurred on average after a median of 5.2 (2.5–6.5) years after
inclusion, as is evident from the grouped Kaplan–Meier survival estimates in figure 1. However, this
“chicken-or-egg”-question is interesting. It is unclear whether Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the primary
cause of airway inflammation and remodelling, in which case specific host–pathogen interactions induce
several innate immune responses which may subsequently activate an allo-immune response directed
towards the lung allograft (in the end resulting in CLAD), or whether the presence of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa merely represents a byproduct (or biomarker) of damaged, remodelled airways due to prior
allo-immune responses directed against the non-self-allograft (which may have been evolving as
subclinical small airways disease, not yet distinguishable by a significant decline in forced expiratory
volume in 1 s (FEV1) compatible with CLAD). There is a growing body of evidence in favour of the
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former [1, 3, 4, 6, 7], but more likely both processes may in fact occur in parallel [1, 8], suggesting that
detection of Pseudomonas aeruginosa indeed is just the “tip of the iceberg” regarding underlying immune
activation, (dys-)regulation and bacterial dysbiosis in the lung allograft. This allograft (dys-)equilibrium is
moreover also influenced by various and complex host factors (i.e. type and level of immunosuppression,
underlying disease, genetic background) and pathogen issues (i.e. mucoid or non-mucoid appearance,
genomic diversity, virulence, antimicrobial resistance, and microbial community composition) [3, 6, 9, 10].
However, occurrence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa may be one of the few clinically amendable, exogenous
post-transplant (risk) factors negatively affecting lung allograft function and post-transplant outcomes.
Other detrimental factors are fungal airway colonisation [4, 10], viral infections [4], gastro-oesophageal
reflux disease with aspiration [11, 12], inhalation of toxic particles [13, 14], or therapeutic non-compliance
with immunosuppressive drug treatment [15]. Several of these features may even coincide in a single
patient, but all require rigorous attention, individualised clinical management, efficacious prevention if
possible, and adequate treatment, with the aim of preventing subsequent detrimental intragraft stimulation
of innate, allo- and auto-immune pathways [1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10].

Once CLAD has developed, bronchiectatic airway remodelling is commonly seen, especially in advanced
CLAD stages 3–4 (i.e. FEV1 <50% of post-transplant baseline) [16], making the lung allograft even more
prone to colonisation with respiratory pathogens, such as (mucoid) Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Staphylococcus aureus (especially methicillin-resistant strains), Stenotrophomonas maltophilia,
Achromobacter xylosoxidans, non-tuberculous mycobacteria, or Aspergillus species. These
infectious agents may cause further respiratory deterioration, often leading to respiratory insufficiency,
pneumonia, sepsis or death in these immunocompromised patients with limited residual respiratory reserve.
There is growing evidence from several chronic airway diseases, but also in lung transplant recipients with
bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome (BOS) [4, 6, 8, 10], that chronic respiratory tract infection/colonisation
with specific pathogenic species (prototypically Pseudomonas aeruginosa) may indeed represent a
“treatable trait” [17, 18], in which case individualised treatment may attenuate ensuing clinical, spirometric
and/or radiologic deterioration, and thus ameliorate prognosis. The topic of chest computed tomography
(CT) findings, in relation to the presence/absence of bronchiectasis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, in lung
transplant recipients with established CLAD, however, was outside the scope of our study. Nevertheless,
preliminary results only published in abstract form at the time of writing seem to confirm that specific CT
features at BOS diagnosis, such as the presence of bronchiectasis, appear to be associated with prior
infections and colonisation status with Pseudomonas aeruginosa [19]. Moreover, some CT features may
even have a prognostic value regarding post-BOS survival, such as demonstrated by an adapted Brody
score or subscores for mucous plugging score, peri-bronchial thickening and parenchymal changes [20].
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FIGURE 1 Kaplan–Meier survival estimates regarding chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) and graft
survival in relation to eradication status. Kaplan–Meier estimates of a) CLAD-free survival and b) graft survival
of lung transplant recipients with successful versus unsuccessful Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) eradication
during the study period (September 2011 to September 2016). Only patients who had not yet been diagnosed
with CLAD prior to the study period were included for analyses. This study was approved by our local ethics
committee and all patients gave written informed consent for research (S51577/ML5629).
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In the end, our data contribute to current knowledge on a common and possibly modifiable (risk) factor/
treatable trait in CLAD. Pseudomonas aeruginosa might indeed be just the “tip of the iceberg”, but when
faced with a potential hazard, most ship captains will likely recognise that it may be important to change
course, perhaps allowing for a more prosperous journey.
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